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Food of Place
WELCOME TO THE PREMIERE EDITION OF  
AUBERGE RESORTS’ FOOD OF PLACE MAGAZINE!

We could not be more delighted with our new collection of Food of Place 
culinary experiences at each of our luxury properties throughout North 
America. Each resort offers a yearlong series of one-of-a-kind culinary 
adventures inspired by the culture, flavors, and culinary traditions of the 
resort’s regional setting.

Food of Place is a core pillar of our brand and celebrates the essence of 
place in each resort location, enabling our guests to experience a cultural 
connection with each destination. Each of our properties—Auberge du 
Soleil, Pronghorn, Calistoga Ranch, Esperanza, Hotel Jerome, and our 
new Caribbean resort, Malliouhana—offer monthly culinary experiences 
and learning opportunities throughout the year. Food of Place magazine 
provides an inside, behind-the-scenes look at past events as well as a 
preview of what engaging culinary adventures are coming up next.

Whether it’s at the lakeside setting of Calistoga Ranch, beachside along 
the Sea of Cortez at Esperanza in Mexico, or with a view of the great 
Colorado Rockies at Hotel Jerome in Aspen, we look forward to seeing 
you at one of our locations. 

Mark Harmon 
Managing Partner 

Auberge Resorts
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EXPLORE OUR  

FOOD OF PLACE  
DESTINATIONS

Auberge du Soleil, Napa Valley, California

Calistoga Ranch, Napa Valley, California

Esperanza, Cabo San Lucas, Mexico

Hotel Jerome, Aspen, Colorado

Malliouhana, Anguilla, British West Indies

Pronghorn, Bend, Oregon

WHAT WAS THE ORIGIN OF THE FOOD OF 
PLACE PROGRAM? Phenomenal food is the 
one thing that transcends every generation 
and bridges the gap. So I launched Food of 
Place to focus on local, experience-driven 
food and wine events to woo travelers both 
young and old.

WHAT CAN GUESTS EXPECT? Every Food 
of Place event highlights regional and 
local traditions, crops, recipes, and more. 
Whether it’s foraging for mushrooms at 
Pronghorn in Oregon or chilling at an ice bar 
at the Hotel Jerome in Aspen, each culinary 
adventure takes you to the next level. Guests 
traveling to Esperanza in Los Cabos, Mexico, 
will learn how to make aguas frescas—
healthful Mexican beverages prepared with 
indigenous fruits, vegetables, and desert 
plants; at Calistoga Ranch in Napa Valley, 
guests will shop at a farmers’ market with the 
resort’s executive chef, Aaron Meneghelli, 
prior to preparing a multicourse meal.

JOHN WASHKO, Vice President of Operations at Auberge Resorts, is responsible for 
maintaining the company’s award-winning brand standards, particularly in the areas 
of food and beverage. A respected leader in the luxury hospitality industry, Washko 
joined Auberge Resorts in 2010 with more than 30 years of hospitality experience, 
including over 20 years with Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts. His work cultivating the 
next generation of culinary talent on behalf of the James Beard Foundation garnered 
him the foundation’s Angel Award in 2007.

WHAT IS THE ULTIMATE GOAL? Food of Place is 
an opportunity to create unique and specialized 
activities in the food and beverage world unlike 
any other options in the hospitality industry. We 
want you to not only try one experience, but to 
go to another property and experience Food of 
Place there as well. 

HOW WILL FOOD OF PLACE EVOLVE IN 
2015? We will have even more specialized 
events like our Morocco and Baja “meet the 
Valley” celebrations. We’ll invite celebrity 
chefs to demonstrate their synergy with our 
programming. A portion of our events will focus 
on health-conscious initiatives and concepts, 
featuring the latest trends in clean food, gluten, 
celiac, dairy, and non-antibiotic food groups. 
Our guests will also be able to expand their 
cooking skills, experiencing new food groups, 
and learn how to prepare organic and healthy 
meals at home. 

Get your Fez on!
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TWO VISIONARIES, ONE CONCEPT    

Super Potato   

THE ESSENCE OF DESIGN

Rising Star  

CHEF ISAO YAMADA 

Healthy Japanese Ingredients   

FROM TOFU TO KELP 

Fundamentally Pure Recipes: DASHI,  TOFU MISO SOUP,  AND CLEAR SOUP WITH DUMPLINGS
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Attention to Detail 
CHIARELLO STyLE

Team Bottega 
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Home Room 
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Fall/Winter 2009–2010

Bouley Gastronomique    

A WORK OF ART   

An Artist’s Passion  

ILLUMINATING THE WALLS

The Light of Provence 

LANDSCAPES COME TO LIFE

The World Champion of Cheese  

A MASTER AFFINEUR

Recipes : Cheese Fondu e A n d V eG eTA BLes
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at our table
C O N V E R S A T I O N S  O N  F O O D ,  W I N E ,  A N D  C U LT U R E

M A R K E T  S T R A T E G I E S  
Two chefs craft different delectable 

dishes with the same ingredients

S H O W  A N D  T E L L :

Behind the scenes of  
the Bacchus Group  
with Tim Stannard

Seeking the
P E R F E C T  C A S K

Team Bacchus unearths hidden 
treasures in Scotland

When a sommelier and a master roaster  
form a coffee company

b R E W I N G
G R E A T N E S S  I S
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Day One 
Auberge du Soleil
In collaboration with Executive Chef Robert 
Curry of the Michelin-starred Auberge du 
Soleil, Chef Antoine Perray prepared dishes 
for a Moroccan mezze followed by an elegant 
five-course dinner. Chef Curry created the 
canapés for the reception that included 
charred eggplant with fried flatbread and 
Moroccan spice, roasted beets with cumin 
crème fraîche and tangerine oil, and Rancho 
Gordo garbanzo hummus with cucumber and 
paprika. Against the backdrop of a stunning 
sunset, the reception took place on the terrace 
boasting dramatic Napa Valley vineyard views. 

Morocco Meets Napa Valley
On March 13th, 14th, and 15th, Auberge Resorts celebrated 

the culture and cuisine of Napa Valley and Morocco with 
three extraordinary events at Auberge du Soleil, Solage 

Calistoga, and Calistoga Ranch. It was a memorable way 
to kick off the Food of Place initiative. To capture the true 

essence of Moroccan flavors, Executive Chef Antoine 
Perray from Palais Namaskar, an Oetker Collection resort 

in Morocco, came to Napa Valley to work with the culinary 
teams at each Auberge location.

The Moroccan wines tasted at Solage 
were from Domaine Ouled Thaleb, and 
Wine Director and Sommelier Scott 
Turnbull found them all to be lovely and 
robust.

“The wines we tasted hail from the Zenata 
AOG, situated between Casablanca 
and Rabat on the northwestern coast of 
Africa—incidentally at the same latitude 
as Santa Barbara to our south. Like the 
vines of Santa Barbara, the Moroccan 
vines benefit from the cool ocean breezes, 
which keep the flavors restrained and 
the acidity bright. The wines are lower in 
alcohol compared with the average Napa 
Valley wine—11.5 to 12.5 percent versus 
our more robust 13 to 14 percent.

We tried quite a few wines: their sauvignon 
blanc, with notes of citrus fruit and green 
bell pepper with clean minerality; a white 
blend of clairette and faranah that is a 
native varietal (floral and bright with stone 
fruit and a touch of waxiness); a rose blend 
of syrah, grenache, and cinsault (juicy red 
fruit in the nose, with watermelon and 
wisteria on the palate); a syrah (smoky 
and spicy, with quite a bit of barnyard funk 
wrapped around black fruit); a cabernet 
grenache blend that was a favorite of many 
that night (bright berry fruit, white pepper, 
leather, and baking spices); and a blend 
of cabernet sauvignon, merlot, and syrah 
called “Medaillon,” the fullest body and 
tannic wine of the evening (full of dark 
plummy fruit and rich earthiness).

The wines take many cues from the 
French, who helped to start the wine 
industry in Morocco. The wines have 
restraint while retaining a certain 
“otherness”—they taste like they are from 
someplace specific. The French influence 
is evident, but the wines would be 
difficult to confuse with wines from other 
locales. Bottom line: they are unique and 
definitely fun to drink!”
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The wines served with each dinner course 
reflected the cuisine of the chef, who prepared 
it for a nice balance and integration of flavors. 
Napa Valley wines were served with Chef 
Curry’s dishes, Moroccan selections with 
Chef Perray’s. There was a hint of Morocco 
everywhere you looked, from the decor to  
the plate. 

“The event was really wonderful,” said Chef 
Curry. “The blending of the two cultures, 
cooking styles, and flavors was exceptional. 
A lot of the products and ingredients used at 

Auberge du Soleil work well with Moroccan 
flavors—such as lemon, olive, cumin, mint, 
and coriander spices.” Curry often uses 
Moroccan spices on his lamb dishes. 

MOROCCO BY THE GLASS
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Day Two 
Solage Calistoga
On Friday afternoon, Chef Perray and 
Executive Chef Brandon Sharp of the 
Michelin-starred Solbar presented an 
interactive cooking demonstration on “The 
Art of the Tagine,” followed by a tasting of 
Moroccan wines. “Guests were responsible for 
composing their own tagines,” explained Chef 
Sharp. “Chef Perray guided them through 
cutting peppers, asparagus, turnips, carrots, 
and artichokes, marinating the sea bass 
and assembling the tagine in three separate 
demos.” 

Using ingredients local to Northern 
California, Chef Sharpe noted how the 
Moroccan flavors shined through in the 
dishes. “The highlight on the evening was 
definitely working with Chef Perray on this,” 
he added. Guests got to take home their 
tagines, compliments of Le Creuset.
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Day Three 
Calistoga Ranch
The weekend culminated in a gala dinner 
that mimicked an evening in Morocco. The 
Wine Cave on the premises was transformed 
into a Moroccan tent, complete with belly 
dancers. Chef Curry and Chef Sharpe joined 
Chef Perray and Executive Chef Aaron 
Meneghelli of Calistoga Ranch to prepare for 
the evening’s festivities. 

Guests arrived at 6 p.m. and were directed 
to the Lakehouse patio for the reception. 
Chef Curry and Chef Sharp were at stations 
where guests could sample small bites. Chef 
Meneghelli prepared two passed canapés, a 
kale chip with preserved lemon aioli, and a 
shooter of green grape gazpacho with almond 
froth.
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Moroccan Hamman Spa Treatment

To take the Moroccan experience outside 
of the culinary world, guests at Auberge du 
Soleil and Solage Calistoga were offered 
a Moroccan-inspired spa treatment that 
included a mint tea purifier, a lemon peel 
and Arabian coffee exfoliation, and an 
argan oil massage. An extended six-step 
treatment at Calistoga Ranch included a 
Moroccan rhassoul clay mask.

Dinner was served family style in the Wine 
Cave with small plates, or mezze, to start. 
Meneghelli shared his inspiration: “I tried 
to use the flavor components of Morocco 
while focusing on the very seasonal and fresh 
aspects of the Valley,” he pointed out. “Full 
Table Farm, for example, brought me a lot 
of small herbs and flowers to garnish my 
dishes with the day of, bringing a bright color 
and flavor to the table. I used commonplace 
Moroccan ingredients, like citrus, dates, 
raisins, couscous, yogurt, and cinnamon, with 
the produce and plate appeal you would find 
in Napa Valley.” 

Chef Meneghelli appreciated having Chef 
Perray in his kitchen and felt confident that 

his ideas and flavor profiles would grace the 
Lakehouse menu again in some incarnation. 
“Chef Perray was fun to work with. His 
mezzes were great and brought a different 
flavor element than what we are used to, as 
well as his lamb. I will definitely use some of 
those ideas again.”
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Esperanza Comes to Calistoga Ranch

Fiesta De Los Sentidos  
A Feast for the Senses

November 14th to November 17th, 2014

Calistoga Ranch brings Mexico to the Napa Valley with three days of 
events celebrating the culture, food, and wine of both regions. Join 
our executive chef, Aaron Meneghelli, along with guest chef Gonzalo 
Cerda from Esperanza, on a culinary journey that features multi-
course meals, exclusive Baja California wines, combined with tequila 
tastings and cooking classes.

A magical evening starting with a welcome 
reception that begins with a tequila tasting 
journey, guiding guests through the process 
and the flavor profiles of tequila. A margarita 
competition with different fruits and flavor 
components will be judged by a master 
tequilero.

A selection of canapés will be passed with 
specialty cocktails from both Calistoga 
Ranch and Esperanza, combined with  
a selection of Mexican wines.

NOT TO MISS

Dinner will consist of traditional regional 
Mexican dishes highlighted by whole roasted 
pig, open-fire cooking of vegetables and 
tortillas, a variety of salsas, and guacamole,  
all served in a family style and paired with  
a selection of Mexican wines and libations.

Enjoy sounds of the Mariachi strolling  
the vineyard!

FRIDAY 

Evening Fiesta in the Vineyard
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Awake and stroll to the Creekside Clubhouse 
where a Desayuno Continental a la Mexicana 
will be served. Enjoy Mexican Pastries 
with fresh fruits, juices, smoothies, granola, 
yogurts, and other delights to start the 
day, bidding farewell to “La Fiesta de los 
Sentidos”.

El Media Mañana Brunch 
Join the chefs in a demonstration of fresh 
and roasted sauces preparation, followed by 
a carnival melody of fresh fruits, smoothies, 
chilaquiles, huevos rancheros, pozole, agua 
frescas, Mexican hot chocolate, and other 
delicacies.

Salsa con Salsa Afternoon
With the “Salsa con Salsa” experience, 
guests will discover the art of Mexican 
salsa in two festive ways—making a salsa 
recipe and dancing the salsa. Join the chefs 
in a hands-on salsa-making class, where 
they will use fresh produce and herbs 
from Calistoga Ranch’s organic garden to 
prepare salsas with various heat levels while 
sipping Esperanza’s signature Cabo Green 
Margaritas. Guests will also enjoy a salsa 
dancing class led by a local Latin dance 
instructor.

Cocktail and Canapé 
Reception 
The perfect start to a wonderful evening. 
Enjoy inspired cocktails at the Lakehouse 
overlooking Lommel Lake as guests mix and 
mingle with friends prior to our Gala Dinner.

La Celebracion Gala Dinner 
This evening the wine cave carries the 
tradition of elegance with a five-course 
culinary extravaganza engaging the talents 
of both Chef Cerda and Chef Meneghelli.  
The flavors of Napa Valley and the essence 
of century-old Mexican recipes entice guests 
“sentidos.” Pairings will include wines from 
both Napa Valley and the Baja California 
wine region.

A perfect evening while enjoying the echoes 
of a classical guitar.

SUNDAY 

Farewell Breakfast

SATURDAY
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SIGNATURE STYLE
“We try to create dishes that are not 
only delicious and nice to look at, 
but also work well with wine, since 
we are in wine country,” explains 
Chef Curry. Touting an ever-
evolving style, he continues to push 
the envelope on local ingredients, 
admitting that more often than not 
it is the produce, not the proteins, 
on the plate that he thinks most 
about. “My job is to take a little 
bit more from the garden and 
accentuate it without taking away 
from its essence.”

March 
All About Artichokes

Chef Curry unveiled his favorite 
techniques and preparations 
for artichokes in a cooking 
demonstration. “I always try 
to create recipes for the home 
cook—dishes that are a little 
more rustic, not as refined, so it’s 
something you feel comfortable 
with doing at home. It’s all about 
not being afraid to go for it.”

“We know our farmers on a f irst-name basis, which 
allows us to learn a lot directly from them.”
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Auberge du Soleil
As Executive Chef of Auberge du Soleil, Robert Curry 

oversees all culinary aspects of the renowned Napa Valley 
Inn and Michelin-starred restaurant. Chef Curry’s menu 
reflects his extensive experience in the traditions of both 

Napa Valley and France. He brings to the Auberge a passion 
for Wine Country cuisine cultivated at award-winning 

restaurants in Napa, on both coasts, and in Europe. 

nice to let the product stand for itself.” He 
is particularly excited about the movement 
toward cooking local: “In French cuisine you 
learn about different geographical areas, why 
things are regional, and what is specific about 
it, and now this is translating over into what 
we do in the United States as well.” Curry 
points to the insight he gets from his farmers 
as a key component to the produce he uses 
in each season: “We know our farmers on a 
first-name basis, which allows us to learn a 
lot directly from them. For example, they’ll 

tell us we should use baby greens in the 
spring, when it is not so hot and takes the 
shoots a little longer to grow, which means 
they get more minerality from the earth. In 
the summer, though, the shoots grow more 
quickly without developing a strong flavor 
profile. This is valuable information for our 
kitchen and helps guide our menus.”

CChef Robert Curry’s menus highlight the 
bounty of Napa Valley with house-made 
ingredients as well as local produce. “We are 
fortunate to have not only an understanding 
of the seasons but also accessibility to all this 
produce,” he explains. “Food of place is really 
about being tied to what is seasonal. It is how 
I grew up eating, and it is the very basis of 
my cooking style.” Although he was trained 
mostly by French chefs in French cuisine, 
Chef Curry’s primary focus is on ingredients: 
“It’s great to show technique, but it’s also 
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NOT TO 
MISS

July 24th 
Poolside BBQ
The Auberge “La Plage” Pool and Cabana 
is the perfect setting for Chef Curry to 
showcase his home-style cooking with 
a barbeque demonstration, tasting, 
and pairings with local wines. “I try to 
think about what I would cook if I was 
having friends over,” explains Chef 
Curry, who shows guests how to plate 
the food after the demonstration. “It’s 
summer entertaining tips essentially, 
using ingredients that guests can find in 
the market for a little while yet, so they 
have an opportunity to take home that 
knowledge and cook with their own local 
ingredients for family and friends.” 
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INGREDIENTS

3 each blood oranges

1 quart grape seed oil

1 recipe artichokes

1 bunch chives, minced

1 each shallot, peeled and 
minced

1 recipe lemon dressing

1 each artichoke, tourner and 
thinly sliced

1/4 lb. sheep’s-milk ricotta

1 each baby fennel bulb, shaved

12 leaves wild arugula

1 recipe pickled mustard seed 
vinaigrette

Salt and freshly ground pepper 
to taste

METHOD

Peel and slice blood oranges. 
Heat the grape seed oil to 300°F. 
Fry sliced artichokes until crispy. 
Drain on paper towels and 
season with salt.

ASSEMBLY

Place three slices of orange on 
each of four plates. In a bowl, 
dress the quartered artichokes 
with the chives, shallots, 
dressing, salt, and pepper. Place 
three artichokes on each plate. 
Place the ricotta between the 
artichokes. Garnish with fennel, 
arugula, and fried artichokes. 
Sauce plates with mustard 
vinaigrette.

AUBERGE DU SOLIEL 

Artichoke Salad with Blood Orange, Ricotta, Pickled Mustard 
Serves 4  

ARTICHOKES 

3 each large artichokes, turned

1/2 each onion, peeled and diced

1/2 each carrot, peeled and sliced

1/4 bunch thyme

1 each lemon, juiced

1 head garlic, halved

750 ml dry white wine

1 tablespoon black peppercorns

1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil

2 cups chicken stock

1 tablespoon kosher salt

1 each bay leaves

METHOD

Place all ingredients in a small pot. 
Cover with a clean towel. Simmer 
until artichokes are easily pierced 
with a knife. Cut artichokes into 
quarters.

LEMON DRESSING 

1 tablespoon Dijon mustard

4 oz. lemon juice

3 oz. pure olive oil

2 oz. extra-virgin olive oil

1 each lemon zest

Salt and freshly ground pepper to 
taste 

METHOD

In a small mixing bowl, add the 
mustard and half the lemon juice. 
Slowly whisk in the oils to emulsify. 
Add the remaining lemon juice and 
the zest. Season to taste with salt and 
pepper.

PICKLED MUSTARD SEED 
VINAIGRETTE

2 tablespoons pickled mustard 
seeds

1 tablespoon shallots, minced

1 tablespoon chives, minced

1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil

2 tablespoons sherry vinegar

Salt and freshly ground pepper 
to taste

METHOD

Mix all ingredients. Season to 
taste with salt and pepper.

PICKLED MUSTARD SEEDS

1/2 cup mustard seeds

3/4 cup water

3/4 cup rice wine vinegar

1/4 cup sugar

1 1/2 teaspoons salt 

METHOD

Place all ingredients in a small pot. 
Simmer until mustard “pops” and 
is no longer crunchy, about 40 to 
50 minutes. Add extra water as 
necessary to ensure mustard is just 
covered with liquid.

15 2 0 1 4  •  F O O D  O F  P L A C E
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DESTINY IN A BOTTLE

At that time, it had never been planted with 
grapevines, and so from the very beginning, 
the couple treated the land with upmost 
respect—applying biodynamic and organic 
farming techniques to encourage the soil’s 
health and vitality. Every decision was guided 
by their original vision to farm vines in a way 
that would let the purity and spirit of the land 
be known. Since its inception, Quintessa has 
produced a singular wine each year to reflect 
this rare and special place. 

The Huneeuses have always desired to share 
their soulful bond to the land with others, 
and so today guests are invited up to a private 
pavilion on Dragon’s Hill for an unparalleled 
wine experience. To begin, you are welcomed 
by a private host with a refreshing glass of 

Illumination, Quintessa’s limited production 
Sauvignon Blanc, as you learn about the 
property and the Huneeuses’ journey to create 
one of the great wine estates in the world. 

With the rare opportunity to taste barrel 
samples selected from distinctive vineyard 
blocks, you will discover just how diverse and 
rich the landscape at Quintessa is, with its 
numerous different soil types, microclimates, 
and various elevations and sun exposures. It 
was that diversity that convinced the owners 
of Quintessa’s potential. Today, the estate 
is planted to Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, 
Cabernet Franc, Petit Verdot, and Carmenere 
grapes—varietals that are artfully blended 
into one estate wine each year.

The tasting experience continues with the 
current vintage of Quintessa followed by a 
rare library vintage—wines of elegance and 
finesse that express the beauty and uniqueness 
of the property. Local artisanal cheeses allow 
you to taste the nuances and flavors that come 
when great wine is accompanied by great 
food. Quintessa is truly an example of how 
fine wine is a reflection of place, and through 
this unique tasting experience, you too will 
recognize that original spark of devotion and 
commitment to this incredible property.

This experience is approximately 90 minutes 
and available by appointment. Quintessa is 
located 0.6 miles from Auberge Du Soleil at 
1601 Silverado Trail South, St. Helena, CA.

Quintessa.com    •    Tel. 707.286.2730

Looking down from Dragon’s Hill, with sweeping views of the 
Quintessa Estate, cradled among volcanic hills and adorned 
by a lake, it’s easy to feel that same pull of destiny Agustin and 
Valeria Huneeus grasped when they first discovered this piece 
of land in the heart of Napa Valley in 1989. 
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Calistoga Ranch
The Lakehouse

17

The Lakehouse celebrates the rich culture of food and wine 
for which Napa Valley is famous. Making use of the lush 

bounty of the region, each dish is a pure reflection of fresh, 
organic, and local produce, complemented by an extensive 

wine list. Blurring the line between indoors and outdoors, 
glass walls offer pastoral views of the magnificent oak groves 

and open onto expansive decks overlooking Lake Lommel, 
where guests can enjoy dining under the stars.

SIGNATURE STYLE
The Lakehouse offers a natural approach in 

terms of the indoor–outdoor atmosphere, and 
Chef Meneghelli’s menus reflect the seasons 

in an equally harmonious way. “Food of place 
is very much our style of food.” The focus is on 

being in-house, local, and seasonal.
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among others. “We will be making our own 
charcuterie and pasta, fermenting, pickling, 
and preserving. It’s very special for us to 
be able to showcase things we are making 
in-house and to make that connection for 
the guests with ingredients that are literally 
grown 200 hundred yards away and developed 
by our team in our own kitchen.” With a 
menu dictated by the season, the possibilities 
are endless, regardless of the influences. “I am 
very inspired by Asian and Moroccan cuisine, 
and you can find a lot of flavor sources that 
tie them into Napa,” he explains. “It might 
sound cliché to call it ‘Californian cuisine,’ 
but it’s hard to find other words to describe 
it when you’re sitting in an area where 
everything grows and you have easy access to 
fresh ingredients.”

18

CCalistoga Ranch is very much a home and a 
haven for Chef Aaron Meneghelli. Although 
he only recently joined the team as executive 
chef, Meneghelli grew up in Napa Valley 
and even worked at Calistoga Ranch after it 
first opened, eventually becoming sous-chef. 
Cooking with the local and seasonal products 
at his fingertips in Napa Valley is at the heart 
of his culinary philosophy. “When we can say 
that our produce came from the a farmer just 
down the road, it automatically gives people a 
sense of place,” he says, “and I love to just let 
the freshness of these ingredients speak for 
themselves.” 

Chef Meneghelli focuses on creating as many 
in-house products as possible. Calistoga 
Ranch is expanding its own gardens on the 
property and works with local purveyors 
such as Forni-Brown Organic Gardens, 

“When we can say that our produce came from the a farmer just 
down the road, it automatically gives people a sense of place.” 

— Chef Aaron Meneghelli
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The word mustard comes from the Latin phrase “mustem ardens” 
or “burning wine,” so called because of the sensation of spicy 
flavor that crushed mustard seeds emit when mixed with the 

juices of unfermented grapes. Mustard seeds are a rich source of 
oils and proteins. To make a basic mustard, combine the seeds 

with a liquid. Flavor and taste will depend on the type of seed and 
liquid used. Whole seeds will need to be ground, and it’s best to 

soak them first to make the grinding process easier. 

February Honey Harvest

Beekeeper Rob Keller of Napa Valley Bee 
Company and Landscape Manager Steve 
Ferrini joined Chef Meneghelli in Calistoga 
Ranch’s Secret Garden for a Backyard 
Beekeeping Class. “It’s always great to see 
what is happening in the hives, even if the 
honey is not ready to harvest,” explains 
Meneghelli, who pointed out to the guests 
how helpful the bees are in the garden in 
terms of pollination and cultivating great 
produce. “It’s an integral relationship of 
nature that is needed, and I think a lot of us, 
myself included, take it for granted.” After 
seeing the bees and learning about everything 
from how they build their hives to how they 
survive winter, guests were then treated to 
almonds that had been toasted and candied 
with honey and crostini with a red cabbage 
sauerkraut topped with honey-glazed duck 
breast. 

March Mustard Madness

With mustard flowers blooming throughout 
the Valley, Chef Meneghelli makes good 
use of incorporating into his dishes mustard 
flavors. “Right now we’re pairing Brussels 
sprouts with pickled mustard seeds as well 
as a toasted mustard seed gnocchi to go 
with a lamb dish.” At this event, he walks 
guests through the process and applications, 
from harvesting mustard seeds and creating 
different varieties to mustards to pickling the 
seeds and incorporating them into different 
dishes. “I’ll do a cooking demonstration, grind 
up the seeds, talk about their application 
in food other than as just a condiment on 
your favorite sandwiches, and then invite the 
guests to sample some mustards that have 
a more unique flavor—it’s more than your 
typical Dijon! The average home cook might 
not use mustard seeds a lot, but it’s a versatile 
ingredient to add to savory dishes and 
definitely a different flavor component.”

June Locavore  
and Farmers’ 
Market
Each food of place experience is designed 
to bring guests a little closer to their food, 
and there is no better way to get an insider’s 
view of “local” than on an excursion to the St. 
Helena Farmers’ Market. Chef Meneghelli 
cements the food-of-place connection with 
a morning tour of the market, where he 
guides guests through the stalls, giving tips on 
selecting the best ingredients, introducing you 
to farmers, and have you select the produce 
that will be components of that evening’s 
menu. He and his guests then head back to 
Calistoga Ranch to help prepare the dishes 
for your meal. “It will be a fun team-building 
experience where guests are encouraged to 
get as involved in the cooking process as they 
want to!”

NOT TO 
MISS
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INGREDIENTS

1/2 cup yellow mustard seeds

1 cup sugar

1 cup white wine

1 cup Champagne vinegar

Brussels sprouts

Vegetable or olive oil

Salt

Toast the mustard seeds in the 
oven for 45 seconds at 400°F. 
Combine the sugar, wine, and 
vinegar together and bring to a 
boil. Pour boiling liquid over the 
mustard seeds and let sit until at 
room temperature. You can then 
store them in the refrigerator.

To clean the Brussels sprouts, 
remove the outer layers of leaves 
and trim the bottom of the 
stem. Cut in halves if small and 
into quarters if larger, making 

CALISTOGA RANCH 

Brussels Sprouts with Pickled Mustard Seeds 
Serves 4  

sure to end up with a consistent 
size. Slowly roast the Brussels 
sprouts in a large sauté pan with 
vegetable or olive oil. The sauté 
pan should be hot enough for 
them to receive a little color, 
but be careful not to burn them. 
Season with salt and remove 
from pan when desired texture is 
reached. I enjoy them with a little 
firmness, al dente.

Remove from heat and place in 
mixing bowl. Add a spoonful of 
the mustard seeds along with the 
liquid as desired. The sweet and 
tangy flavor of the pickling liquid 
along with the softened snap of 
the seeds goes very well with the 
Brussels sprouts. You can enjoy 
these hot or at room temperature, 
eat them as a snack on their own, 
or enjoy with many different 
meats or fish.

DIJON MUSTARD

2 tablespoons brown mustard 
seeds

4 tablespoons yellow mustard 
seeds

1/2 cup dry white wine

1/4 cup white wine vinegar

1/4 cup Champagne vinegar

1 teaspoon kosher salt

Add ingredients to a glass jar, 
holding the salt back for the 
finish. Allow to bloom at room 
temperature for 48 hours.

Pour ingredients into a blender, 
adding salt, and mix to desired 
texture, about 1 minute. Return 
to jar and refrigerate.

NOTE:  
Always use 
glass to bloom 
or mix the 
mustard.  
A metal bowl 
will react with 
the mustard,  
resulting in an 
off flavor.
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Archetype

AArchetype offers an iconic Americana menu that takes a contemporary 
out-of-the-box approach to classic dishes from our heritage. Nearly every 
preparation from the kitchen bears the signature char from their wood-
burning grill or is complemented by an infusion of smoke from their wood-
burning oven. Dishes feature local, seasonal ingredients, perfect for pairing 
with a thoughtful selection of regional wines and handcrafted cocktails. 
The dining room—designed by Archetype founder and renowned architect 
Howard Backen, and named one of the Ten Most Beautifully Designed New 
Restaurants by Architectural Digest—reflects distinctive Wine Country style 
with a relaxed, comfortable sophistication. 

The name Archetype was chosen in celebration of Backen’s illustrious 
architectural career, as well as for the iconic Americana menu that Executive 
Chef Ryder Zetts has crafted to satisfy nostalgic food memories with 
contemporary influence. In the front of the house, General Manager Kelly 
Sherman’s anticipation of guest needs and unobtrusive yet attentive service 
philosophy brings a new standard of casual elegance to the dining room.
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SIGNATURE STYLE
House specialties include a smoked 
salmon stogie with trout roe and 
fried capers; yellowfin tuna carpaccio 
with salsa verde, crispy shallots, 
shelling beans, and leeks; buckwheat 
blinis with di stefano bur rata, Sierra 
mountain morels, and pickled 
cherries; wood-grilled beef ribeye 
with yorkshire pudding, garlic scapes, 
mushroom duxelle, and bone marrow 
butter; and boneless baby-back ribs 
with anson mills grits, gravenstein 
apple butter, and kohlrabi-dry 
mustard slaw. 
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Hotel Jerome
Prospect

SIGNATURE STYLE
“We produce great food at fair 
prices, using solid techniques 
and seasonal ingredients,” 
explains Chef Zack, who points 
to his mainstay Mustard Crust 
Trout with Orzo as an example. 
“It’s been on the menu forever. 
It’s consistently good, and I 
have no reason to take it off!”

which at Prospect includes such menu 
highlights as rabbit and venison and other 
game dishes.

Renowned for its soaring landscapes 
and natural beauty, it’s hard to compete 
with Aspen’s attractive outdoor qualities. 
“Everyone who comes to Aspen wants to be 
outdoors,” Chef Zack explains. “And so it 
becomes our challenge to create a balance, 
to get guests seated without taking them 
away from the reason they came here in the 
first place: to hike, bike, and ski.” Through a 
series of food-of-place events, Hotel Jerome 
offers an unparalleled compromise through 
approachable cuisine that speaks to the 
clientele. “My goal is to show how Hotel 
Jerome can bring our style to the culinary 
scene in Aspen in an approachable, fun way.”

JEROME 

BBQ Spice 

INGREDIENTS 

2/3 cup paprika

1/3 cup chili powder

2 tablespoons ground cumin

2 tablespoons ground coriander

2 tablespoons granulated sugar

2 tablespoons kosher salt

1 tablespoon ground mustard

1 tablespoon ground black pepper 

1 tablespoon dry thyme

1 tablespoon curry powder

1 tablespoon cayenne pepper

1 tablespoon garlic powder 

METHOD 

Combine all ingredients and mix 
well. Reserve in sealed container. 

E
Executive Chef Rob Zack

Executive Chef Rob Zack’s long history with 
Hotel Jerome started more than 20 years ago. 
His culinary DNA has been vital in creating 
new menus, inspired cuisines, and unique 
restaurant experiences throughout the hotel as 
part of the property’s recent renovation. 

For Chef Zack, food of place is focused on 
integrating Hotel Jerome’s culinary aspects 
into the community, and remaining a 
cornerstone of Aspen’s social fabric. “We are 
really connected with the people who live 
here, offering cooking classes and getting 
involved with local initiatives such as Eat 
Drink Local,” Chef Zack says. “We try to 
stay cutting-edge while showcasing culinary 
traditions that reflect a sense of place”—
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March  
Living Room Oscars and Oysters

It’s hard to think of the movies without 
bringing to mind the Aspen Filmfest—and, 
of course, the Oscars! To celebrate the 
Oscars in a special way in a town known for 
its Hollywood connections, Hotel Jerome 
invited guests to watch the event on big-
screen televisions in the Living Room Bar. 
Champagne and sparkling wine flowed while 
a variety of oysters were up for nomination 
as “best shellfish in a supporting role.” And 
the award went to the Island Creek oysters, 
responsibly farm-raised in Duxbury Bay, 
Massachusetts, and known for their upfront 
burst of salinity, sliding home with a robust, 
sweet finish. “This is one of my favorite 
oysters—the quintessential New England 
oyster in taste, texture, and presentation—
perfect for connoisseurs and very approachable 
for those who don’t know oysters.”

June 
Father’s Day BBQ
To celebrate dad’s special day, Chef Zack 
planned a late-afternoon BBQ extravaganza: 
a cooking class followed by a buffet for the 
family on their outside patio. He used local 
beef for the event, from a Colorado purveyor 
7X Cattle Company, which raises its Akaushi 
cattle in the Colorado high country and is 
committed to sustainable ranching. It’s the 
purest Japanese beef you’ll find on U.S. soil as 
the cows come from one single breed with a 
100 percent pure bloodline. According to Chef 
Zack: “It’s like butter. It melts in your mouth.”
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Pronghorn
Chanterelle

Executive Chef Kevin Linde

After leaving his culinary mark all around 
the Pacific Northwest, Chef Kevin Linde 
has settled in at Chanterelle, the fine dining 
restaurant at Pronghorn. The menu displays 
his passion for local, sustainable ingredients 
highlighted in an array of dishes from rustic 
to refined and always inspired by the Pacific 
Northwest and Central Oregon. Nestled 
among juniper trees on the edge of the 
Oregon Badlands Wilderness, Chanterelle’s 
pantry is filled with Oregon’s best ingredients. 
“We utilize a company called Agricultural 
Connections, who connect me with local 
farmers within a 100-mile radius, working 
with local purveyors from Imperial Stock 
Ranch for lamb to Clearhead for their 
excellent bison.” Food of place represents 
what Pronghorn is all about, and with “eyes 
wide open” to the possibilities around him, 
Chef Linde’s guests are able to indulge in 
what Oregon has to offer.

May 24th 
Learn from Scratch 
Kids Cooking Class
Located just 15 miles outside of Bend, 
Windflower Farm is an ideal spot to 
introduce young chefs to where their food 
comes from. “The idea is for the children to 
go meet the farmer and the animals, see and 
touch the produce, and finally eat the finished 
dishes from the produce we pick.” Owned 
by Gigi Myers, Windflower Farm grows 
heirloom varieties of vegetables, herbs, fruits, 
and cut flowers, and raises laying hens, dairy 
goats, and heritage pigs. 

August 27th 
Juniper-Cured 
Salumi Class
Bend is known for its juniper trees. In fact, it 
is home to the second-largest growing area of 
junipers in the world. With a kitchen located 
literally in the heart of juniper forests, Chef 
Linde connects his quest for local ingredients 
with his passion for homemade products in this 
very special cooking demonstration and tasting. 
“For our home-cured pancetta, we will use 
juniper in the process as a seasoning. We want 
to show our guests that the trees aren’t just 
here to look at—you can actually use them in 
the kitchen.” After walking guests through the 
process during a cooking class, Chef Linde will 
present several different examples of pancetta 
during the curing stages for a tasting. 

NOT TO 
MISS
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SIGNATURE STYLE
“If I had to point to one dish that really shows what and who 
I am, it would be the House-Made Fennel Sausage and Veal 
Bolognese with Fresh Fettuccini.” Using farm-fresh eggs for 
the pasta and Carlton Farms’ pork shoulder to make the fennel 
sausage in-house, this dish exemplifies Chef Linde’s passion 
for homemade items using local ingredients. “As much as I 
change the menu, it’s still there!”

Steelhead trout can be found 
along the entire Pacific 
coast. Growing up to 55 
pounds, “stream-maturing” 
steelhead stay in freshwater 
all their lives. They’re 
also called rainbow trout. 
“Ocean-maturing” steelhead 
migrate, are slimmer and 
more silvery in color, and 
can grow larger than their 
freshwater counterparts. 
Part of the Salmonidae family, 
its flesh color and taste is 
similar to salmon.
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PRONGHORN 

Juniper-Cured Salmon 

INGREDIENTS

3 to 3 1/2 lbs. center-cut King Salmon, skin on

1/4 lb. kosher salt

1/4 cup sugar

1 1/2 tablespoons coarsely ground black pepper

12 each juniper berries, crushed with back of knife

1 bunch dill, coarsely chopped

Split the salmon in half with a kitchen knife and 
remove the backbone. Place half the salmon skin-
side down in a 9 x 13-inch pan. Rub with the salt, 
sugar, pepper, and juniper berries.

Place dill on top of salmon mixture. Rub the other 
side of the salmon and place skin-side up on top 
of the other half of salmon. Cover salmon with 
parchment paper and foil. Weigh down the salmon 
for 36 to 48 hours. When fish is firm to the touch, 
remove and rinse with water. Slice thin and serve 
with a bagel, cream cheese, red onion, and capers.

A juniper berry is not actually a berry but the female seed cone produced 
by various species of  junipers. Used as a spice, they need to be first crushed 
lightly with a meat mallet or hammer and then chopped finely. Note that not 
all juniper berries are edible though!

The flavor profile of the young, green berries is dominantly “pine” (think rosemary 
with a little lemon juice). While juniper berries are used both fresh and dried, their 
flavor and aroma are strongest immediately after harvest and decline during drying 
and storage. A key flavoring in gin, with their warming, stimulating and disinfecting 
actions, they also have many medicinal uses.
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Esperanza Resort
Cocina Del Mar
A native of Argentina, Executive Chef Gonzalo Cerda adds his own 
personal touch to the traditionally inspired dishes at Cocina Del Mar, 
uniquely located right on the ocean. “Given our privileged location, 
every piece of fish and seafood is local,” insists Chef Cerda. He works 
with three independent fisherman who head out to sea daily to bring 
back the day’s catch for his kitchen. To complement the fresh fish, Cerda 
uses produce indigenous to the area, such as “tuna,” the fleshy part of 
the prickly pear cactus. Garnishes and seasonings come courtesy of his 
on-site organic garden, where he grows fresh herbs.

SIGNATURE STYLE
Fresh and local is his mantra, and luckily Chef Cerda can easily follow through on 
this with the ocean at his doorstep and through the relationships he has with local 
farmers. At Esperanza, food of place is not confined to a dining experience. “Our 
guests want everything Mexican, and so we use our beautiful local ingredients 
to showcase the flavors of this country.” Beginning with the welcome drink—a 
cilantro margarita with pineapple–Chef Cerda and his team quickly establish the 
epicurean spirit of Mexico that Esperanza embraces.
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March 
Far Niente and Nickel & Nickel Dinner

Cocina Del Mar often opens its kitchen to 
visiting chefs and wineries to create one-
of-a-kind experiences for their guests. But 
Chef Cerda always ensures that local flavors 
are incorporated in all the collaborations. 
This five-course dinner featured wines from 
Far Niente paired with the chef’s locally 
inspired cuisine. Bruce Mooers, president 
of Nickel & Nickel Winery, was on hand at a 
special welcoming event Thursday evening 
to meet guests and lead them through a 
tasting of his wines. He was also at the gala 
dinners, greeting guests and talking to 
each table about the pairing experience. 

May 15th to May 17th 
Mexican Wine Festival
Eager to showcase the merits of local vintners as 
well, this special weekend pulled together three 
Baja wineries for a Cinco de Mayo celebration. 
Hacienda La Lomita brings to the table bold, fruit-
forward wines made in state-of-the-art facilities. 
Although they have only been making commercial 
wines since 2001, Roganto Winery has already won 
various awards for their “Roganto” (100 grapes of 
one kind) as well as their “Tramonte” blends. And 
Adobe Guadalupe, whose three wines are named 
after archangels, are ethereal blends that are well 
balanced and extremely fruity. An opening cocktail 
party featured all three of the vintners’ wines, 
followed by three nights of dinners that highlight 
them separately. As usual, the vintners were on 
hand to provide more information about their 
wines during the meals. 
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INGREDIENTS

2 large tomatoes 

1/2 onion

4 cloves garlic 

2 pieces of dried guajillo chili 

20 U8-size shrimp

4 tablespoons of olive oil

2 limes, juiced

1/4 cup of cilantro, minced 

1 tablespoon butter

ESPERANZA 

Mexican ajillo Baja Shrimp 
Serves 4  
Preparation time: 20 min

METHOD

Cut tomatoes in half, remove seeds, and cut in julienne. Cut onions into fine julienne. 
Finely chop garlic. Clean guajillo chili, remove seeds, and cut with scissors into thin strips. 
In a hot pan, cook the shrimp with olive oil and garlic, then add tomato, onion, and 
guajillo chili and cook for a few minutes. Add lime juice and salt and pepper to taste. Add 
cilantro to the preparation and finish with butter. 

TIP: If you don’t like cilantro, you can replace it with parsley.
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August

The first week of august is a time of 
celebration in Anguilla. Emancipation 
Day, the first Monday in August, kick-
starts a week of festivities that include the 
all-important sailboat races on Thursday, 
August 7th. 

Sailing is not only a defining characteristic 
of the island, but it is an intrinsic part of 
Anguilla’s history. Boat building is an art, 
and nearly each boat is named after a 
late-19th-century cargo sloop that used 
to trough the Caribbean waters. Come 

Malliouhana 
The Grill

The Malliouhana Hotel & Spa has long been regarded one of the finest 
resorts in the Caribbean since its opening in 1984. Twenty acres of prime 
beachfront property overlook the pristine, azure waters and white sands 

of Meads Bay and Turtle Cove. Set atop a panoramic bluff overlooking 
the Caribbean, the newly refurbished hotel blends modern amenities 

with the warm and gracious hospitality of the island. Just steps away 
from the ocean, the hotel features 46 rooms and suites, two open-air 

restaurants and bars, two freshwater swimming pools, and spa facilities.

join the local “land racers” as they cheer 
on their favorite vessel from the beaches, 
where as many as 10 boats with crews of 
18 race for bragging rights as the fastest on 
the island. 

During the boat races, head to The Grill, 
where race commentators and up-to-date 
race highlights will be complemented by 
a nautical-themed menu of crawfish cakes, 
seafood salads, and wonderfully fresh local 
snapper, grouper, lobster, and more. 

 

Local Catch

Like much of the Caribbean, Anguilla makes the most 
of its local seafood resources. You can expect to see 
conch, spiny lobsters, crawfish, crabs, prawns, and 
shrimp on the menu according to the season. Local 
fish includes marlin and mahi-mahi, as well as red 
snapper and grouper. 

NOT TO 
MISS



Calendar
JUNE
Auberge du Soleil Sweet White 

Brentwood Corn

Calistoga Ranch    Locavore Exploration 
and Farmers’ Market

Esperanza Visiting Chef:  
Patrick O’Connell

 Visiting Vintner:  
Fiona Barnett, Heidi 
Barnett, Karen McNeil

Hotel Jerome Father’s Day BBQ

 Wine-food pairing 
competition between 
two sommeliers

Pronghorn Adelsheim Winemaker’s 
Dinner

Solage Summer Coolers

 Sunday School seasonal 
wine tasting

JULY
Auberge du Soleil Poolside BBQ

Calistoga Ranch Independence Day 
Celebration

Esperanza Visiting Chef: Yugit Pura

 Visiting Vintner: Louis 
Latour

Hotel Jerome Summer of Riesling Pool 
& Pig Party

 4th of July BBQ

 Wine-food pairing 
competition between 
two sommeliers

Pronghorn Cooking Healthy: 
Summer Salads

 Stoller Vineyards 
Winemaker’s Dinner

Solage Tiki Cocktails

 Sunday School seasonal 
wine tasting

AUGUST
Auberge du Soleil Summer BBQ

Esperanza Visiting Chef: Kimberly 
Snyder

Hotel Jerome Eat Local Week

 Wine-food pairing 
competition between 
two sommeliers

Malliouhana Anguilla’s Sailboat 
Races

Pronghorn Juniper Cured Salumi 
Class

Solage Sunday School seasonal 
wine tasting

 Winemaker’s dinner 
featuring Fisher 
Vineyards

 For the Love of Lemon 
cocktails

SEPTEMBER
Hotel Jerome Afternoon Tea and 

Fashion Show

Pronghorn Oregon Viticulture Class

OCTOBER
Calistoga Ranch Oktoberfest - Napa 

Valley Style

Esperanza Visiting Chef:  
La Vie en Rose

Hotel Jerome Children’s Cooking 
Class

Pronghorn Cooking Class: 
Steelhead Trout

 Bend Brewmaster’s 
Dinner: Goodlife 
Brewery

Solage Keep it Calistoga

 Sunday School seasonal 
wine tasting

 Harvest Benefit for 
Calistoga School Lunch 
Program

 The Manhattan Project

NOVEMBER
Auberge du Soleil Thanksgiving 

Entertaining

Calistoga Ranch Apple Harvest

Esperanza Visiting Vintner: 
Castello Banfi

Hotel Jerome Community 
Collaboration

Malliouhana Rum Tasting

Solage Some Like It Hot 
(toddies)

 Winemaker’s Dinner 
featuring Dutch Henry

 Sunday School seasonal 
wine tasting

DECEMBER
Auberge du Soleil   Holiday Entertaining 

and Holiday Cocktails

Calistoga Ranch Olive Harvest Party

Hotel Jerome Children’s Cookie 
Decorating

CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAYS AT  
YOUR FAVORITE AUBERGE RESORT
CHRISTMAS 
Christmas Eve Dinner, Christmas Day 
Brunch Buffet with a la carte offerings,  
and a Chef’s Tasting Menu for dinner.

NEW YEAR 
To ring in 2015, enjoy a prix fixe pre-
celebration dinner with early dining 
options, and all properties will feature a 
Gala Celebration with a prix fixe menu, 
celebratory favors, entertainment, and a 
Champagne toast at midnight.

Solage Some Like It Hot 
(toddies)

 Sunday School seasonal 
wine tasting

AUBERGE DU SOLEIL
180 Rutherford Hill Road 
Rutherford CA 94573
P 707.963.1211

CALISTOGA RANCH
580 Lommel Road
Calistoga CA 94515 
P 707.254.2800 

ESPERANZA
Carretera Transpeninsular Kilometer 7 
Manzana 10 Punta Ballena
Cabo San Lucas BCS Mexico 23410 
P 011.52.624.1456400

HOTEL JEROME
330 E Main Street
Aspen CO 81611
P 970.920.1000

ARCHETYPE
1429 Main Street
St. Helena, CA 94574
P 707.968.9200 

PRONGHORN
65600 Pronghorn Club Drive
Bend, OR 97701
P 541.693.5300



Reflecting decades of passion, craftsmanship,

and our bold new color, Palm. 

lecreuset.com

Introducing the world’s  
most colorful stainless steel.
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